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Abstract
Since the development of endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration (EUS-FNA) in the
early 1990s, its application has been extended to various diseases. For pancreatic cancer (PC),
EUS-FNA can obtain specimens from the tumor itself with fewer complications than other methods. EUS-FNA can also be more useful for TNM staging than other imaging modalities. Furthermore, EUS-FNA can contribute to precision medicine by obtaining tissue for immunohistochemical
or genetic studies from primary or metastatic sites of diseases. This paper will focus on the role of
EUS-FNA in PC.
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ference (P<0.01) in the frequency of post-procedure
pancreatitis between the EUS-FNA group and the
ERP group (0%, 0/53 vs 33.3%, 10/30, respectively). Considering these advantages of EUS-FNA,
EUS-FNA now plays an important role in the diagnostic algorithm of PC6).
Regarding the diagnostic yield of EUS-FNA for
PCs, several retrospective and prospective studies
have been published. These series show significant variability in the reported sensitivity and specificity of EUS-FNA. To summarize available evidence on the diagnostic accuracy and safety of EUSFNA for solid lesions of the pancreas, Hewitt et al.
conducted a meta-analysis that included 33 studies
published between 1997 and 2009 with a total number of 4984 patients7). The pooled sensitivity for
malignant cytology was 85% (95% confidence interval [CI], 84-86), and the pooled specificity was 98%
(95% CI, 97-99). Variables that appeared to affect
diagnostic yield were prospective study design and
multicenter study7).
Another factor that can improve the diagnostic
yield of EUS-FNA is the presence of an on-site cytopathologist who can evaluate the quality and quan-

Introduction
Pancreatic cancer (PC) is associated with a very
poor prognosis, highlighted by the close parallel between disease incidence and mortality2). Five-year
survival in patients with PC remains as low as 6% in
the USA3,4). EUS-FNA was established in the early
1990s and is now considered one of the standard
procedures for PC diagnosis1). Its applications have
been widening from tissue sampling to disease staging. This article presents a review of several recent developments in EUS-FNA in PC.

Diagnosis of PC using EUS-FNA
Our group previously reported the superiority
of EUS-FNA to endoscopic retrograde pancreatography (ERP) in the diagnosis of PC without biliary
stricture5). In this study, we included 83 patients
(EUS-FNA in 53 patients and ERP in 30 patients)
and found that EUS - FNA showed sensitivity of
92.9% and accuracy of 94.3%, while ERP showed
sensitivity of 33.3% and accuracy of 46.7%. With
regard to complications, there was a significant dif-
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tity of the obtained specimen (rapid on-site evaluation : ROSE) 8 10) . ROSE is now considered a
standard method for EUS-FNA because it not only
improves the diagnostic value, but it also reduces
the complication rate. However, some centers do
not have this capability because of the cost and a
lack of resources. Considering this challenging situation, we conducted a prospective study to evaluate
the optimal number of needle passes with a 25 gauge needle for solid pancreatic lesions (SPLs)
without ROSE. This study was a preliminary study
with 20 patients in each group (Group A : EUS-FNA
with 4 needle passes, Group B : EUS - FNA with
ROSE). We found that the sampling rate was higher in Group B (20/20, 100%) than in Group A (19/20,
95%), but there was no significant difference between them (P-value = 0.31). In Group A, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were 100% among the
19 cases. In Group B, sensitivity was 94.1%, specificity was 100%, and accuracy was 95%. There
were also no significant differences between the
groups. No complications were seen. Our study
suggests that four needle passes using a 25-gauge
needle may be sufficient for EUS - FNA of SPLs
where onsite cytology is not available11). Subsequent studies with the same objectives have confirmed our findings12,13).
-

EUS-FNA for pancreatic cancer staging
Staging of PC is done according to the American Join Committee of Cancer (AJCC) and the Union
for International Cancer Control (UICC) Staging
TNM classification, which describes tumor extension (T) and lymph node (N) and distant metastases
(M). Reported accuracies of T - staging by EUS
range from 62-94%, and those of N-staging by EUS
range from 50-86%. Additionally, EUS-FNA can
contribute to accurate TNM staging on some special
occasions14 20).

dominal paracentesis (EUS-P) has the potential to
play an important role for staging of cancer since the
establishment of malignant ascites denotes a more
advanced stage of cancer21 23). Although EUS-P is a
useful technique at times, we encountered technical
difficulties during EUS-P, probably due to a weaker
counteracting force from extramural objects and a
lax gastrointestinal wall. We previously reported
the usefulness of a spring-loaded needle device for
EUS-P in 11 patients with known malignancies (6
PCs). Our results showed that EUS-P with an automated spring-loaded needle device can be a useful
technique to obtain a minute amount of ascitic fluid
in cancer patients. Furthermore, EUS showed its
ability to detect a scant amount of ascitic fluid that
US and CT could not detect in 4 patients with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. In these patients,
the average amount of aspirated fluid was only 2.6
mL. Two of them were diagnosed as malignant,
and this result changed their management (Figure
1A-C)24).
Another issue in staging is preoperative laparoscopy, which has been used in the staging of various types of cancers. Even though it has been
proven to be more accurate for decisions of resectability than other cross-sectional imaging, a lack of
validated studies and its complexity for this purpose
(e.g., need for general anesthesia and an operating
room) hinder its application in routine practice. To
resolve this issue, we conducted an animal study
that aimed to develop a new endoscopic procedure
for exploration of the abdominal cavity. Our pilot
study demonstrated the technical feasibility of EUSassisted direct peritoneal visualization with a 10-Fr
small-caliber scope in a swine model. As we hypothesized, a <1 - cm stomach wall defect can be
closed tightly with commercially available hemostasis clips without any special techniques (Figure 2AD)25).
-

-

1. Peritoneal tumor dissemination or malignant ascites
Accurate diagnosis of peritoneal tumor dissemination or malignant ascites in cancer patients is required to select proper treatment options. However, it is occasionally difficult to detect or obtain a
minute amount of ascites by conventional modalities. EUS can detect a minute or minimal amount
of ascitic fluid that may be undetectable with other
imaging modalities, including abdominal ultrasound
(US), computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Moreover, EUS-guided ab-

2.

Para-aortic lymph node metastasis

Para-aortic lymph node (PALN) metastasis is
classified as a distant metastasis and is regarded as
one of the unresectable factors. Recent reports
demonstrated that such PALN metastases were
found in more than 10% of surgical cases of
PC. However, because of the limited diagnostic
ability using conventional imaging modalities (eg, ultrasonography, multidetector - row CT [MDCT],
magnetic resonance imaging, EUS, and positron
emission tomography [PET]), PALN metastasis currently is not always evaluated before surgery. Kurita et al. conducted a prospective study to compare

Endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration for pancreatic cancer

Fig. 1. Endoscopic ultrasound guided abdominal paracentesis. (A) An automated spring-loaded needle (NA-11JKB, Olympus, Japan). (B) Computed tomography revealed minute amount of ascites along the right hepatic
lobe (white arrow). (C) Endoscopic ultrasound guided abdominal paracentesis successfully obtained ascites
(white arrowhead).

Fig. 2. Endoscopic technique of peritoneal visualization. (A) A stomach defect was created with an endoscopic ultrasound-guide fine needle aspiration technique. (B) The defect was dilated with balloon under fluoroscopic
guidance. (C) A small-caliber scope was inserted into the peritoneal cavity. (D) The peritoneum was visualized.
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the diagnostic yield for PALN metastases between
EUS-FNA and PET-CT26). In their analysis, they
found that preoperative EUS-FNA or PET/CT made
a correct diagnosis in 20 (95.2%) and 12 (57.1%), respectively. EUS-FNA had higher sensitivity and
specificity for the diagnosis of PALN metastases
(sensitivity, 96.7% [29/30] ; 95% confidence interval, 82.2%-99.9% ; specificity, 100% [39/39] ; 95%
confidence interval, 91.0% - 100%) than PET/CT.
Considering this result, they concluded that EUSFNA should be part of the standard preoperative examination for patients with PC.

EUS-FNA in precision medicine
for pancreatic cancer
Precision medicine involves providing specific
treatments for patients who have tumors with certain types of bio-profiles. In the last three decades,
precision medicine has developed dramatically and
is now applied to many different cancers, including
PC. Techniques for precision medicine range from
ex vivo cancer models, immunohistochemistry (IHC),
real time-PCR, and mutational analysis using nextgeneration sequencing (NGS).
Our groups previously reported the utility of
chemo-sensitivity testing by using EUS-FNA samples in patients with unresectable PC27). This study
included 34 patients, and chemo-sensitivity (treated/
control ratio : T/C ratio) was calculated as the quantity of adenosine triphosphate for a tumor treated
with gemcitabine as a percentage of that for the control. When the cut-off value of the T/C ratio was
set at 74%, we could predict 180-day progressionfree survival (PFS) with sensitivity and specificity of
71.4% and 91.3%, respectively.
Additionally, analyses of drug sensitivity-related
gene profiles using samples obtained by EUS-FNA
have been reported. Ashida et al. extracted messenger RNA from EUS-FNA samples and conducted
cDNA array analysis 28) . They found that dCK
mRNA expression is a candidate indicator for GEM
efficacy in unresectable PC. Quantitative mRNA
measurements of deoxycytidine kinase using EUSFNA samples are necessary for definitive conclusions. With a similar method, Eto et al. found that
human equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1 and
Notch3 mRNA expressions in EUS-FNA specimens
were the key predictive biomarkers of GEM effect
and GEM sensitivity in patients with unresectable
PC29).
Using NGS, an entire human genome can be
sequenced within a single day. First, several stud-

ies have used this technique for the diagnosis of
PC30,31). Subsequently, in the era of precision medicine, its application has shifted from diagnosis to
molecular profiling for potential targets for personalized anticancer therapy. Even though we still have
many issues that limit the clinical application of precision medicine to PC, EUS-FNA may play an important role in precision medicine for PC in the future32).
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